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The youth for peace workshop held at Dar es Salaam was a wonderful and very innovative experience.
The workshop was amazing from our expectations. The facilitators with us were not facilitators but
almost took care like our parents and were very friendly too. The sessions were very good, mind
blowing, fabulous and understandable in every aspect. We enjoyed all the sessions and games
conducted by our facilitators. I gained lot of inspirations from others. In fact it has made me to do
something good for the benefits of the people especially for the children. I had a nice exposure with my
new friends over there. The evening at sea cliff was amazing and we all together had a nice time over
there. The performance done by the students of Dogodogo center made us stun. We had a superb party
in the evening with a book launch named “Emusoi” in Norwegian Ambassadors house. We visited many
schools and had good time with the students off those schools. Cultural evening was the time which
made us knew about different cultures. What we learnt from workshop was we have to be united, try to
help others, put our self in others place for the betterment and understanding of others. “Try to be a
solution maker or at least try to be not a problem creator” this is the key word we learnt.
The workshop made us to realize that what we can to do for the world as a youth leader and youth. Now
we had got a new Zeal which will help us in every aspect and apart from workshop we had a great
Sharing with Friends from all over the world. Everything like lodging, food, surroundings, and caring off
our facilitators are awesome and unforgettable.
In this moment we had a great pleasure to thank Sister Vinu and Brother Vijay and the overall team off
Shanti Ashram for giving us this opportunity and we swear that we will give full support in every activity
organized by them.
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